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KARTING AUSTRALIA

KEVIN DAVIS

MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHAIR

I am honoured to present the annual report for Karting Australia, 
covering the year ending 31 December 2022. This has been my first year 
as Chair, and I would like to express my gratitude to my predecessors, 
Mick Doohan and Glen Egan, for laying a solid foundation for the 
organisation.

During this year, we witnessed significant developments that have 
propelled our sport forward. One noteworthy addition to our Board 
was Garth Tander, who brings a wealth of motorsport knowledge.  
Having raced karts as a child before going on to remarkable success 
in Supercars, he is now experiencing the sport as a Parent, Garth's 
expertise has enriched our discussions and decision-making processes.

As the year drew to a close, Nathan Murray stepped down from his 
position on the Board of Directors. I would like to extend my sincere 
appreciation to Nathan for his invaluable contributions to the sport and 
his dedication while serving on the Board.

As the sport bounced back from a challenging couple of years Karting Australia continued to 
experience growth at all levels with impressive participation figures and an increase in licence 
numbers across the country.
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As we moved into 2023, we were pleased to welcome experienced 
Motorsport Administrator Michael Masi and to welcome back Melissa 
Holzberger to the Board of Directors. Michael and Melissa's expertise 
and passion for the sport will further strengthen our Board.

Karting Australia continued to experience growth at all levels, with 
impressive participation figures and an increase in license numbers. 
This positive trend reflects the dedication and passion of our members 
and the support of the karting community as a whole.  It shows the 
remarkable resilience of our sport coming out three pandemic affected 
years.

The SP Tools Australian Kart Championship continued to enjoy fantastic 
entry numbers as did the State Championship and State Series events 
around the country.  The numbers were also pleasing at a both Club and 
Zonal level with some being more positive than others.

I would like to acknowledge the exceptional leadership provided by our 
CEO, Kelvin O'Reilly, and our Chief Operating Officer, Lee Hanatschek, 
along with the entire staff. Their commitment and tireless efforts have 
gone above and beyond, demonstrating their dedication to our sport.

The introduction of new tyre contracts was met with resounding 
success. Both the LeCont and Maxxis products were well-received 
as the competition tyres for all 2-stroke Classes across the country. 
These partnerships have contributed to enhancing the quality and 
competitiveness of our events.

During 2022 and into 2023, the Board and Management with the 
assistance of our Member States, worked to develop our new 
Strategic Plan.  This plan, which was launched at the Building Better 
Kart Clubs event in May 2023, represents a significant milestone for 
our organization. I commend Kelvin for his leadership and tireless 
commitment to this endeavor. The strategic plan lays a robust 
foundation for karting in our country, paving the way for success in the 
coming decade.

One of the highlights of the year was the revival of the Junior Sprockets 

At the start of 2022, the new tyre contracts were introduced with LeCont and Maxxis tyres being used 
in Karting Australia competition.  These products have been a resounding success and well-received 
across the country.
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program, which had been put on hold in previous years. It was 
a great pleasure to witness the program's return to our tracks, 
nurturing and inspiring the next generation of talented karting 
enthusiasts.

Entering and now well into 2023, our Board and Management 
team are fully focused on the future of our sport  and doing what 
is required to make Australian Karting the best sport that is can 
be.

Everyone in our karting community has a part to play.

In early 2023, we welcomed several Clubs and BRP Rotax that had 
been outside of the Karting Australia structure for a period of 
time. We look forward to extending our warm embrace to more 
Clubs and Members in the future, as we continue to provide an 
inclusive and vibrant karting community.

Lastly, I would like to express our heartfelt gratitude to our 
sponsors and partners - SP Tools, Castrol EDGE, LeCont, Vortex 

Patrizicorse, Maxxis, PRD and St George Kart Centre, IAME and 
Remo Racing. Their unwavering support has been instrumental in 
enabling us to deliver outstanding experiences and opportunities 
for our members.

In conclusion, I am proud of the achievements and progress 
made by Karting Australia in 2022. As Chair, I am committed 
to continuing the legacy of excellence established by my 
predecessors and fostering an environment where our sport can 
flourish. With the dedication of our Board, Management team, 
and the unwavering support of our Member States, Affiliated 
Clubs, members - including all our Officials, volunteers and 
competitors. I am confident that Karting Australia will continue to 
elevate the sport of karting and create lasting memories for years 
to come.

K E V I N  D A V I S

Karting Australia Chair
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As we reflect on the past year, we saw that there was a strong 
glimmer of hope that the pandemic's grip was loosening, and we 
were on the path to recovery and the “new normal”. However, 
the reality presented us with ongoing challenges in reigniting our 
sport.

From the onset of the pandemic, our plan remained steadfast – to 
resume our Clubs' operations in compliance with the respective 
jurisdictional laws as soon as feasible. The desire for top-level 
karting competition never wavered; it burned brightly within our 
community.

While the pandemic gradually eased its grip, the eastern states 
faced another obstacle in the form of natural disasters. Relentless 
rain, spanning months, wreaked havoc in Queensland, New 
South Wales, and Victoria, leaving some clubs to endure repeated 
flood disasters. Despite these 
challenges, our Member States, 
Clubs, and Licence Holders fared 
remarkably well.

The role of social karting and the 
incorporation of flexibility into 
each state's competition calendars 
will ultimately prove to be invaluable in navigating the "new 
normal." These lessons extend beyond the present circumstances 
and offer valuable insights for the future of our sport at all levels.

Remarkably, despite the obstacles faced, participation rates in 
karting competitions continued to rise. Event entries for the first 
three months of 2023 have surged by 30% compared to 2022 and 

by 16% compared to the pre-COVID year of 2019. Additionally, 
licence uptake has exhibited solid and sustained growth, with a 
significant increase observed in Victoria, the state most affected 
by COVID-19.

It was our intention to revive the Building Better Kart Clubs 
conference, and I'm delighted to report that we recently 
concluded an exceptional Building Better Kart Clubs conference 
event. The conference was well-attended, focused on the pressing 
issues confronting our sport, and executed with the utmost 
professionalism.

While we have rebounded strongly from the challenges posed by 
the pandemic, like many sports across Australia, we now face a 
critical shortage of officials and volunteers necessary to sustain 
our racing events and run our clubs. This shortage represents 

the most significant challenge we 
currently confront at all levels of 
karting.

Our Officials' Academy boasts 
over 2000 enrollees; however, 
it appears that too many have 
solely trained for controlling 

recreational Karting Activities. We need more individuals willing 
and capable of training to officiate race meetings at the club 
level. I encourage all those who have received basic instruction 
to pitch in and support your club by occasionally officiating. Our 
Officials and club volunteers shoulder the true burden of our 
sport, making it possible throughout the country. On behalf of all 

Our Officials and Club Volunteers shoulder the true burden of 
our sport, making it possible throughout the country.  I extend my 
heartfelt gratitude for your unwavering commitment and tireless 

work to make karting happen. Thank You!

OVERVIEW

From Year 2022

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S 
REPORT
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our License Holders, the Karting Australia 
Board, and our Member States, I extend 
my heartfelt gratitude for your unwavering 
commitment and tireless work to make 
karting happen. Thank you!

Our Federation stands resolute, aligned 
with our national strategy and values. I 
extend my sincere appreciation to our 
Member States for their invaluable work 
and unwavering support throughout the 
year. The efforts of each State Executive 
and their administrators in fostering our 
sport within their respective areas are 
nothing short of exceptional.

To our Affiliated Clubs, you are the 
lifeblood of our sport. Spanning across the 
country, from east to west and north to 
south, the tireless work of club committees 
is the backbone of karting. Without your 
dedicated efforts, our sport simply would 
not exist. Now more than ever, as we 
confront the challenges of securing the 
future and overcoming the shortfall of 
trained officials, we must collaborate 
strongly and be open to implementing 
new strategies to rebuild our "Volunteer 

Army" and ensure our competitions never 
miss a beat. Too often, too few are left to 
do too much. As a club member reading 
this report, I implore you to lend a hand 
occasionally, allowing many hands to make 
light work in preparing for and running the 
races that we all cherish and enjoy.

I would like to express my gratitude to all 
our sponsors who have played a vital role 
in supporting our sport. Our 
major sponsors, SP Tools 
and Castrol Edge, have been 
long-term partners without 
whom our sport would not be 
the same. Your unwavering 
support is truly appreciated.

I would also like to extend 
my thanks to LeCont Tyres, Vortex Engines 
and Patrizicorse, Maxxis Tyres, PRD Galaxy 
Engines and St George Karts, IAME Engines 
and Remo Racing,   Torini Engines and 
Austech Industries. Your contributions 
and support have significantly impacted 
our sport, and we are grateful for your 
partnership.

I want to take this opportunity to express 
my appreciation to everyone involved in 
our sport, from the individuals mentioned 
above to our license holders, industry 
members, mechanics, and general club 
members. Your dedication, passion, and 
commitment have helped shape the 
success and growth of karting in Australia.

I am delighted to welcome back to our 
"Karting Australia Family" BRP Rotax, 
Lismore Kart Racing Club, Toowoomba and 

Lockyer Valley Kart Club, Coffs Harbour 
Kart Racing Club, and Port Macquarie 
Kart Racing Club. We have missed your 
presence, and it is truly wonderful to have 
you back.

Over the past 24 months, our Board of 
Directors has actively pursued strategies to 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my 
appreciation to everyone involved in our sport, from our 
board, staff, volunteer officials, club and state executives, 

industry, licence holders, general club members and 
mechanics.
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strengthen our organisation. Today, I can 
proudly say that we have assembled the 
best motorsport board in Australia. With 
a diverse range of skills and a clear focus 
on the future, our Board is committed to 
driving our sport forward.

I would like to express my gratitude to 
Kevin Davis, who is nearing the end of 
his first year as Chair. His commitment 
to the role, leadership, and unwavering 
support of all things karting, including my 
management team, have been invaluable. 
Thank you, Kevin, for your outstanding 
contribution to our sport.

On May 5, 2023, we launched our new 
Strategic Plan, "Australian Karting Towards 
2030." This plan establishes our 
purpose of leading, guiding, 
inspiring, and growing karting, 
along with our core values as 
a business and as a sport. It is 
underpinned by six key pillars: 
Community, Race and Recreation, 
Discovery, Innovation, Growth, and 
Excellence. This strategic plan provides us 
with the opportunity to address current 
challenges while envisioning a long-term 
future for our sport.

As a small management team, we 
consistently punch above our weight. 
Our efficient processes have yielded 
exceptional results, and Karting Australia 
enjoys a solid financial foundation that 
allows us to undertake infrastructure 
projects and programs benefiting the 
entire sport. To all of our staff – thank you!

I want to extend my deepest appreciation 
to everyone who works and volunteers 
for our sport. Your tireless efforts and 
unwavering dedication are the driving 
force behind our success.

I would like to acknowledge the 
outstanding contribution of our Chief 
Operating Officer, Lee Hanatschek. Lee's 
tireless work for our sport, particularly as 
the Australian Kart Championship Manager  
and as my right-hand-man, has elevated 
our national karting championship to one 
of the best in the world and our sport to 
one that is constantly improving. Thank 
you, Lee, for your exceptional commitment 
to our sport.

As we move forward, new challenges and 
goals will undoubtedly arise. However, 
together, as a sport, we will rise to meet 
them. I am incredibly grateful for the 
support of our Clubs, Member State 
associations, and the entire karting 
community.

Personally, I am eagerly looking forward 
to continuing my close collaboration 
with our Board, Member States, affiliated 
Clubs, competitors, officials, volunteers, 
sponsors, and stakeholders in the years to 
come. The future shines brighter than ever 

before, and I am honoured to lead our 
company into this promising future.

Thank you all for your unwavering support 
and dedication to the sport of karting. 
Your commitment and enthusiasm are 
the driving force behind our continued 
success.

In conclusion, I would like to express 
my sincere gratitude to everyone who 
has contributed to the growth and 
development of karting in Australia. 
Together, we have faced unprecedented 
challenges and emerged stronger than 
ever. Our sport has rebounded with 
remarkable resilience, and it is a testament 
to the unwavering spirit of our community.

As we look ahead, let us 
remember that our success relies 
on collaboration and the collective 
effort of all stakeholders. We must 
continue to work hand in hand to 
address the shortage of officials 
and volunteers, secure the future 

of our sport, and ensure that karting 
remains a vibrant and thriving activity for 
years to come.

Thank you once again for your unwavering 
support, dedication, and passion. 
Together, we will continue to lead, inspire, 
and grow karting in Australia.

Sincerely,

Kelvin O’Reilly 
CEO, Karting Australia

As we look ahead, let us remember that our success relies on 
collaboration and the collective effort of all stakeholders.  We must 
continue to work hand in hand to address the shortage of officials 

and volunteers, secure the future of our sport, and ensure that 
karting remains a vibrant and thriving activity for years to come.
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Karting Australia is in a strong financial position

KARTING AUSTRALIA
FINANCIAL SUMMARY

AKA is in a very strong financial position and maintains a sound business model as it continues to recover from the Covid disruptions 
and grows the sport into the future. 

The operations revenue of the company increased by 38% in the 2022 financial year, which included a 12% increase on licence revenue.

The company's total assets of $4,422,632 as 31 December 2022 (an increase of $999,643 on 31 December 2021).

The National Infrastructure Development Fund has a balance of $1,274,111.

The Balance sheet of the company remains strong and the company has a very sound Current Assets Ratio.  

Our funds are invested conservatively but we pursue the best available rates of interest in the market. 
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Important Financial Information 
Following is a summary of the financial relationship that exists 
between AKA and all member State Associations and between the 
Member States and Clubs. 

The fee structure under which the sport operates today is the 
same as it was before 1 September 2013 under the former 
administration of AKA Inc. 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEES  
State Associations do not pay any annual affiliation fee to AKA. 

Annual AKA Club Affiliation fee - $50.00 (the fee has never been 
increased by AKA Ltd.) 

EVENT ORGANISING PERMIT FEES  
Permit Fees Set by and Paid to AKA: 

• Australian Kart Championship 

• National Series Events 

• National Cup Events 

Permit Fees Set by and Paid to the State Association: 

• State Championship 

• State Cup 

• State Trophy 

• State Series 

• Zonal Competition 

• Club Competition 

DRIVER’S LICENCE FEES  
The Driver’s Licence is provided to each State Association by AKA 
at a ‘wholesale’ price.  

The fee that Drivers pay for a Competition or Recreational Licence 
is set by your State Association.  

RACE MEETING ENTRY FEES  
Entry Fees Set by and Paid to AKA in 2022: 

• Australian Kart Championship  

• Ultimate Club Racer II

Entry Fees Confirmed by the State Association and Paid to the 
Event Organiser: 

• State Championship 

• State Cup 

• State Trophy 

• State Series 

• Zonal Competition 

Race Meeting Entry Fees Set by the Club and paid to the Club: 

• Club Competition - including Club Championship and Social 
Karting  

National Infrastructure Development Fund levy  
Every event entry fee includes a levy of $3.00 that is paid into 
the National Infrastructure Development Fund. The Fund makes 
funds available in the form of loans to Affiliated Clubs to develop 
and improve their facilities. 

INSURANCE FEES AND COVER  
AKA provides the full insurance program for the sport that 
includes: 

• Management Liability insurance for State Associations; and 

• Public and Product Liability Insurance for State Association 
and Clubs; and  

• Personal Accident Insurance for Drivers, Officials and 
volunteers. 

• When an Event Organiser (generally a Club) obtains an 
Organising Permit for an Event from either AKA or a State 
Association, the insurance cover for the Event that is paid for 
and provided by AKA at no fee is automatically activated so 
that our Drivers, Officials, Clubs and State Associations are 
fully covered. 



AUSTRALIAN KARTING ASSOCIATION LTD

GOVERNANCE 
STATEMENT

AKA’S PURPOSE, VISION, AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
AKA’s Purpose is to lead, govern, inspire, promote, and grow the sport and recreational activity of Karting in 
Australia. 

Our Vision is for karting to be a fun, welcoming, respectful, and inclusive sport that always focuses on safety 
and customer satisfaction.

The Board must ensure that this purpose is achieved in the most efficient manner possible while preserving 
the organisation’s reputation and objectives identified in our Constitution Bylaws, Policies and Strategic Plan.

In April 2023, the Board approved our new Strategic Plan. It was publicly released to Members at the annual 
Building Better Kart Clubs Conference.

Titled “Australian Karting Towards 2030”, it plans for the period 2023 to 2030, the longest-term plan that the 
sport has ever taken on. It has been developed in accordance with the following Guiding Principles: 

1. Provide clarity of purpose and direction for the Australian Karting Community.
2. Ensure alignment and focus of our Karting Community on the priority issues and risks to the sport  

 that currently confront us.
3. Take advantage of the opportunities of a changing sporting and recreational landscape and chart a  

 path towards future success.
4. Encourage and maximise the growth and retention of active participants in karting as drivers,   

 officials, and administrators.
5. Encourage collaboration between all sectors and levels of our sport for the benefit of the karting  

 Community.  Maximise the visibility of karting as the starting point for participation in most current  
 forms of 4-wheel motorsport.

6. Set ambitious targets for our Karting Community to achieve.
We will achieve our Purpose by ensuring our member states, clubs and stakeholders understand our plan, 
prioritise their alignment with our “Purpose” and “Vision and recognise what success looks like.

The Karting Australia Board and Management will strive to provide leadership, governance, and guidance to all 
parts of our Australian Karting Community.

With the development of “Australian Karting Towards 2030”, we are taking a longer-term approach in planning 
for Karting’s future. Planning to the next decade enables us to focus on Karting as it is today and the issues that 
it presents, while also looking well into the future and creating a vision of what we want Karting to look like, as 
we steer our sport towards the second third of the century.

Australian Karting Association Limited “AKA” is a company limited by guarantee, incorporated under the 
Corporations Act 2001. Ultimate responsibility for the governance of the company rests with the Board of 
Directors. This statement outlines how the Board meets that responsibility. 
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The primary responsibility of the Board of the 
Company, in accordance with its Constitution, is to 
oversee the management of AKA and ensure the 
effective promotion, administration, and regulation 
of Karting in Australia.

The Board of AKA is accountable for providing 
corporate and strategic governance to the 
organization. The organisation's core objective is to 
cater to the needs of its members and stakeholders 
while simultaneously promoting and regulating 
karting activities across a wide spectrum, including 
recreational, club, amateur, and elite Karting.

Directors are expected to understand the 
organisation's requirements and their legal 
obligations as Directors. They are encouraged to 
contribute their skills and expertise to the Board and 
the organization to the best of their abilities.

Additionally, the Board has general key functions that 
are typical of all Boards. These include establishing 
and promoting the strategic direction and culture 
of the organization, monitoring management's 
performance, adopting an annual budget, ensuring 
the implementation of appropriate internal control 
systems, and monitoring the progress and outcomes 
associated with these functions.

The role of the Board and its Directors is to provide 
leadership and guidance to the organisation, 
accepting ultimate accountability for its management. 
However, it is not within the Directors' purview to 
engage in the day-to-day rations of the organisation.

Board Responsibilities
The Board formally delegates the responsibility 
for managing the Company to the Chief Executive 
Officer. However, the Board establishes policies, 
procedures, and structures to fulfill its role of 
ultimate accountability for AKA.

The Board establishes the framework within which 
the Company operates and provides appropriate 
oversight and supervision of its operations.

In addition to being ultimately responsible for the 
Company's operations, the Board must acknowledge 
and comply with the Company's obligations under 
general law and relevant legislation, including 
the Corporations Act and work health and safety 
regulations.

Within the oversight of the Board, the Chief Executive 
Officer, acting within his delegated authority, has 
the authority to determine how to manage the 
Company's operations.

Relationship Between Board and Management

The Board oversees and monitors management’s 
performance by:

• Convening physical or electronic Board  
 Meetings during the year;

• Receiving detailed reports from   
 management at these Board meetings;

• Receiving additional input from   
 management when necessary.

Board Oversight

Long standing Director and Chairman Glen Egan retired from the Board at the May 2022 AGM and was thanked by 
Directors and members for his contribution to the Board and commitment to karting. Garth Tander was appointed a 
Director in April 2022. 

At the 2022 AGM Samantha Reid and Garth Tander, who had been appointed since the previous AGM to fill casual 
vacancies retired as Directors in accordance with clause 13.8 of the constitution and, being eligible, were reappointed. In 
January 2023 Nathan Murray resigned as a Director and Melissa Holzberger a former Director and Deputy Chairman was 
appointed to fill a casual vacancy. Michael Masi was also appointed as an Appointed Director under clause 13.9 of the 
constitution. 

All members of the Board are non-executive Directors and do not receive any remuneration for their services. They are 
not permitted to hold employment or official positions within AKA, a Member State or a Club.

However, Directors may be reimbursed for reasonable costs and expenses incurred in relation to their Board activities.

To ensure the Directors' protection, Deeds of Indemnity and Access have been executed. Additionally, appropriate 
Director's and Officer's liability insurance has been obtained.

The entire Board is responsible for overseeing the process of nominating and inducting new Directors. They also ensure 
that AKA has the appropriate mix of skills, experience, and expertise through effective succession planning. An external 
independent panel reviews each Board nomination and provides recommendations to the Board. Elected Directors are 
subject to re-election by Member States during the annual general meeting.

For detailed information about the current Board members, please refer to this report or visit the Company's website at 
www.karting.net.au.

Board Members
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Kevin Davis was appointed as Chairman of AKA 
following the retirement of Glen Egan at the May 
2022 AGM.

The role of Chairman is an honorary role and is 
subject to re-election each year following the AGM.

The Chair plays a crucial role in creating an 
environment where the Board and individual 
Directors can effectively fulfill their duties and 
functions. The responsibilities of the Chair include:

• Providing coherent leadership to the Board,  
 fostering a cohesive and effective team.

• Promoting effective relationships and  
 open communication among Directors,  
 management, and Ordinary Members, both  
 within and outside the Boardroom.

• Addressing the developmental needs of the 
  entire Board to enhance its overall 
 effectiveness, including identifying and  
 meeting the individual development needs  
 of Directors.

• Upholding a high standard of governance  
 and ensuring that Directors duly consider  
 and adhere to statutory, compliance, and  
 probity requirements.

• Establishing a clear structure for the  
 efficient conduct of Board meetings and  
 facilitating the full participation of Directors  
 during these meetings.

• Acting as the official representative and  
 spokesperson for the Board and AKA when  
 engaging with external parties.

The Chairman
The Board oversees the establishment, 
implementation and annual review of AKA’s risk 
management system, which is designed to protect 
AKA’s reputation and mitigate or manage those risks 
that might preclude it from achieving its goals.

Management is responsible for establishing and 
implementing the risk management system that 
manages key business risks.

Risk Management

During 2019, the Member States of AKA voted to 
adopt a new Constitution for the Company.

The AKA Constitution is based on the Sport Australia’s 
Template Constitution for sporting organisations 
– operating as a company limited by guarantee. 
The AKA Constitution has been customised in 
consultation with the Member States to recognise 
and meet the specific needs of our sport. 

Constitution

The Board and its members have access to 
independent professional advice in furtherance of 
their duties to the Company. The Company will meet 
the reasonable costs of such advice provided that:

• the Chair of the Board has given prior 
 approval to the obtaining of the advice; or

• if the Chair was unavailable or refused  
 to give such approval, the Board gave prior  
 approval to the obtaining of the advice.

The advice must be made available to all Directors.

Independent Advice
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Directors, management and staff and all club members, clubs and Member States and their Committee members, staff 
and volunteers are expected to comply with relevant laws and the AKA Code of Conduct set out in the Member Protection 
Policy published on the AKA website. The Karting Australia Directors consider there are certain fundamental ethical values 
that underpin their role as Directors of the Company and as members of its Board and its Committees. Directors will 
therefore:

• act with integrity and good faith and fairness in all dealings with each other and third parties;
• treat each other with professionalism,  courtesy and respect allowing reasonable opportunity for others to put  

 forward their views;
• not improperly influence other Board members or management;
• avoid or manage conflicts of interests and declare to the Chair and the Board material interests including any  

 material conflicts of interest, both actual, and potential and perceived;
• work co-operatively among themselves and with management in the best interests of the Company;

Responsibility to act appropriately does not stop with the Board. AKA requires every Member State, Club, Individual 
Member (Licence Holder) Life Member, Affiliate Member and stakeholder to comply with its Constitution, By-Laws, Rules, 
and Policies including but not limited to, the National Club Affiliation Requirements, the Member Protection Policy and the 
Code of Conduct to:

• be ethical, fair and honest in all their dealings with other people and AKA;
• treat all persons with respect and courtesy and have proper regard for their dignity, rights and obligations;
• always place the safety and welfare of Children above other considerations;
• operate within the rules and spirit of the sport;
• comply with all relevant Australian laws (Federal and State), particularly anti-discrimination and Child protection  

 laws;
• be responsible and accountable for their conduct.

In 2019 AKA endorsed the roll out of the ‘Respect Karting’ program which was designed to address and prevent 
unacceptable conduct in karting and promote a more positive culture amongst karting competitors, spectators and other 
stakeholders. The program continues to be an important tool to build and maintain a positive culture within the sport of 
karting.

The Board has set up a disciplinary framework to enforce compliance with AKA’s Rules, Policies and Code of Conduct and 
can also refer matters to the National Sports Tribunal for arbitration, mediation or appeal.

In September 2022 the Board introduced a new AKA Integrity Framework (KIF) and integrity-related Policies based on 
Sports Integrity Australia National Integrity Framework adapted for use by AKA.

The following integrity-related policies have been adopted under the KIF: 

• Child Safeguarding Policy;
• Member Protection Policy;
• Improper Use of Drugs and Medicine Policy;
• Code of Conduct Policy;
• Social Media and Acceptable Use of Social Media Policy;
• Competition Manipulation and Sports Wagering Policy;
• Complaints and Discipline of Members By-law (By-law7); and
• KA Tribunals (By-law 8).

Code of Conduct
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During 2019, the Member States of AKA voted to adopt a new Constitution for the Company.

The AKA Constitution is based on the Sport Australia’s Template Constitution for sporting organisations – operating as 
a company limited by guarantee. The AKA Constitution has been customised in consultation with the Member States to 
recognise and meet the specific needs of our sport. 

Adoption of Sport Australia Sports Governance Principles

The Chair and the CEO are responsible for optimising the strategic engagement with Members and stakeholders with input 
from other individual Directors as required.

The CEO is responsible for working with stakeholders and managing relationships, partnerships and networks on a day-to-
day basis.

The CEO is accountable for:

• Developing and maintaining contacts in media and government;
• Documenting and disseminating information to key decision makers;
• Positioning and aligning AKA with other similar bodies;
• Developing a good working knowledge of media and government;
• Lobbying and public relations opportunities;
• Developing business networks and working to promote the reputation of and add value to AKA.

The Chair of the Board is the only board member authorised to communicate directly with the media.

Communication with internal parties within AKA (e.g. staff) is ordinarily undertaken through the CEO.

Stakeholder Engagement

The Board undertakes performance evaluations from time to time that:

• reviews the performance of the Board against the requirements of the Board  Charter;
• reviews the performance of the Committees against the requirements of their respective Terms of Reference; and
• review the individual performances of  the Chair, the Chief Executive Officer and the Directors.

The Chair is responsible for the general management and oversight of this process of review, together with the 
development of appropriate Board member performance assessment measures.

Performance Reviews
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2023 SP TOOLS 
AUSTRALIAN KART
CHAMPIONSHIP

CHAMPIONS

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022

TAG 125
Zac Heard

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022

X30
Jace Matthews

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022

KA3 SENIOR
Alex Ninovic

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022
KZ2
Joshua Fife

KA2
Costa Toparis

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022

CADET 12
Sebastian  
Eskandari-Marandi

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022

LADIES TROPHY
Lana Flack

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022

CADET 9
Cruz Kelly

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022

KA4 JUNIOR
Paddy Buckley

Sebastian ESKANDRI-MARANDI - Cadet 12

Costa Toparis - KA2

Alex Ninovic - KA3 Senior

Joshua Fife - KZ2

Patrick Buckley - KA4 JuniorZachary Heard - TaG 125

Jace Matthews - X30

Cruz Kelly - Cadet 9Lana Flack - Ladies Trophy

2022
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2022 NSW KART CHAMPIONS
Cadet 9   Carter Lamperd 
Cadet 12  Riley Harrison 
KA4 Junior  Samuel March 
KA3 Junior  James Anagnostiadis 
KA2   Lewis Cordato 
KA3 Senior  Alex Ninovic 
TaG 125 Restricted Brody Nunn 
TaG 125  Harrison Hoey 
X30   Tyler Howard 
KZ2   Jac Preston

2022 NT KART CHAMPIONS
Cadet 9   Jay Kostecki
Cadet 12  Riley Harrison
KA4 Junior  Ky Burke
KA3 Junior  Ky Burke
KA3 Senior  Aleeanz Voltz
TaG 125 Rest. Medium Joshua Herne
TaG 125 Light  James Micucci-Allen
TaG 125 Heavy  Lloyd Nicholson
KZ2   Daniel Currey 

2022 QUEENSLAND KART CHAMPIONS
Cadet 9    Cruz Kelly 
Cadet 12   Sebastian Eskandari-Marandi 
KA4 Junior   Xavier Avramides 
KA3 Junior   Mika Lemasurier
TaG Restricted Light  Jacinta Hoey 
TaG Restricted Medium Joshua Herne 
TaG Restricted Masters  Gaven Whitmore 
KA3 Senior   Kurtis Tennant 
TaG 125 Light   Jace Matthews 
TaG 125 Heavy   Tyler Greenbury 
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2022 SA KART CHAMPIONS
Cadet 9    Archie Bristow
Cadet 12   Maxim Kirwan
KA4 Junior Light  Noah Enright
KA3 Junior   James Anagnostiadis
TaG 125 Restricted Light Shane Moreland
TaG 125 Restricted Medium Paul Pittam
KA3 Senior Light  Robert Graham
KA3 Senior Medium  Remo Luciani
TaG 125 Light   Jacob Dowson
TaG 125 Heavy   Dylan Collett

2022 TASMANIAN KART CHAMPIONS
Cadet 9    Jasper Partouche
Cadet 12   Harry Warmsley
KA4 Junior Light  Oliver Wickham
KA4 Junior Heavy  Jonty Rowbottom
KA3 Junior   Oliver Wickham
KA3 Senior Light  Ethan Wyllie
KA3 Senior Medium  Jackson Souslin-Harlow
KA4 Masters   Shane Stonehouse
TaG 125 Retsricted Light Scott Hildyard 
TaG 125 Restricted Medium Jackson Callow
TaG 125 Restricted Heavy Joshua Herne
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2022 VICTORIAN KART CHAMPIONS
Cadet 9   Cruz Kelly 
Cadet 12  Sebastian Eskandari-Marandi 
KA4 Junior Light James Anagnostiadis 
KA4 Junior Heavy Cooper Stapleton 
KA3 Junior  Isaac McNeill 
KA3 Senior Light Benito Montalbano 
KA3 Senior Medium Remo Luciani 
Vic. Combined Masters Anthony Pethebridge 
TaG 125 Light  Harrison Hoey 
TaG 125 Heavy  Leigh Nicolaou 
X30 Light  Jace Matthews 

2022 WA KART CHAMPIONS
Cadet 9    Jay Kostecki
Cadet 12   Connor Meyer
KA4 Junior   Bailey Riordan
KA3 Junior   Sachen Smith Wei
KA3 Senior Light  Aidan Dekkers
KA3 Senior Medium  James Micucci-Allen
KA3 Senior Heavy  Terrence Flynn-Dowell
TaG 125 Restricted Masters Anthony Higgs
TaG 125 Restricted Medium Shane George
TaG 125 Light   Caleb Sumich 
TaG 125 Heavy   Corey Minton
WA Open Performance  Blake Preston
KZ2    Sam Dicker
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Cadet 9 – Archie Bristow          Cadet 4SS – Levi Ross          Cadet 12 – Jackson Brasher
KA4 Junior Light – Lucas Rickard             KA4 Junior Heavy – Mathew Basso            KA3 Junior – Joseph Belardo            4SS Junior – Luca Palombaro

4SS Senior Light – Wesley Bowden            4SS Senior Medium – Leigh Harrison           4SS Senior Heavy – Daniel Bowden
4SS Supermaxx Medium – Jack Andrews            4SS Supermaxx Heavy – James Place

KA3 Senior Light – Corey Herbertson            KA3 Senior Medium – Leigh Harrison
TaG 125 Restricted Light – Ben Press            TaG 125 Restricted Medium – Nathan Rosenzweig              TaG 125 Restricted Heavy – Warren Nietz

Tag 125 Light – Brent Reading            Tag 125 Heavy – Johnny Twigden
State of Origin – South Australia
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Formula 3 - Formula 2 - Formula 1

Your Journey

Ipswich Kart Club in Queensland was the start of Jack 
Doohan’s motorsport journey when he was eight years old.
After winning several State Championship Events, he went 
on to become a two-time Australian Champion before 
heading to Europe to compete.
He has since progressed through the ranks of Formula 4 
and Formula 3 to now be a driver in Formula 2 for the 
Virtuosi team.  2023 sees Jack as the Reserve Formula 1 
Driver for the Alpine Team.

Alpine Formula 1 Reserve Driver

JACK
DOOHAN

Oscar began his journey at the Oakleigh Go-Kart Racing Club at 
10 years old in 2011.
During his time in Australian karting he was victorious at the City 
of Melbourne Titles, a round of the Australian Kart Championship 
and finished inside the top ten in the World Championship.
After making his Formula 4 debut in the UAE in 2016, Oscar has 
since gone on to be crowned the Champion in the FIA Formula 3 
and FIA Formula 2 categories.
In 2023, he is making his debut as a driver for the McLaren 
Formula 1 Team.

McLaren Formula 1 Driver

OSCAR
PIASTRI

FIA Formula 3
Campos Racing

Christian started racing karts 
at the age of nine.
After racing Formula 4 in 
Australia, he headed to 
England at the end of 2019 
and has since raced in the 
British F4 and GB3 
Championships.  In 2023, he 
is competing in the FIA 
Formula 3 Championship 
with Campos Racing.

CHRISTIAN
MANSELL

FIA Formula 3
Campos Racing

Since starting in karting at 
the age of seven, Hugh 
collected numerous titles.
In 2020, he was selected to 
become a Richard Mille 
Young Talent Academy 
member.  Hugh’s since 
competed in Formula 4 and 
in 2023 has graduated to the 
FIA Formula 3 Championship 
with Campos Racing.

HUGH
BARTER

FIA Formula 3
Van Amersfoort Racing

Victorian Tommy Smith 
began racing karts at the age 
of 10 in Melbourne.
He competed in close to 100 
events before progressing 
into the Australian Formula 4 
Championship.
In 2023, Tommy will make 
his FIA Formula 3 debut with 
the Van Amersfoort Racing 
team.

TOMMY
SMITH
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FINANCIAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED

31 DECEMBER 2022

FINANCIAL REPORT

ABN 97 160 100 265

AUSTRALIAN KARTING AUSTRALIAN KARTING 
ASSOCIATION LTDASSOCIATION LTD
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PO Box 1297
OXENFORD QLD 4210

Phone
07 5655 4340

Email
admin@karting.net.au

Website
www.karting.net.au

AUSTRALIAN KARTING ASSOCIATION LTD.
T/AS KARTING AUSTRALIA


